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Saint Germain Announces 10,000 Years of Transmutation!
Hail! Sons and Daughters of God and Torch Bearers of The
Temple worldwide. I salute you! And I AM most grateful to be in
your presence this night. For we, together, have much to accomplish!
Throughout the ages, we have come together, you and I, when
there has been an important Mission to uphold for the Earth. And
who else would I call forth, save my faithful, those who have shown
that they could be trusted, that they would stand the test of time; that
shoulder to shoulder, we might, together, fulfill the Divine Destiny
of this lifetime? Yes, many years from now the entirety of the Earth
will be covered as a Golden Age Civilization. But you, blessed hearts,
are my Golden Age, right where you are! And for that, I applaud you!
[Saint Germain applauds the students.] Won’t you be seated, please?
You are most aware that there is much to accomplish. And in
the course of jotting down each priority — not to steal the thunder
of the Great Divine Director — I have determined that one of the
greatest and highest priorities that you can accomplish in your dayto-day life is becoming your Mighty I AM Presence right where you
are. Now, you have heard this for long enough. It is time to become
it! That means that with the fullness of every erg of energy of your
being, you must galvanize the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence,
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drawing it forth and bringing it into every cell of your physical body,
flooding it through your emotional body, firing the synapses of your
mind, and allowing for the fingers of Light of your own Mighty I AM
Presence to go forth — north, south, east, and west — to accomplish
the Divine Order that is necessary in this hour to bring about Peace,
Harmony, and yes, the expanded God Consciousness of mankind
upon the Earth so that there is a greater awareness of what is right
and what is wrong. Surely you have looked about, and I need not tell
you, for the precarious state of world affairs is most evident to your
Christ Mind. But for many lifestreams, unillumined and separated
from their Holy Christ Presence, these conditions are painfully
ignored, and they move blissfully along as though they were clouded
over, silted by a fog or, worse yet, a smog.
I tell you, beloved hearts, pray for clarity of mind and vision so that
you might not be caught off guard, having instead the understanding,
fully, of the demeanor of your Christhood, facing the challenges of
each day, the initiations and opportunity that are afforded to you so
that you might be God Victorious. For in all cases, it is important
for you to be diligent, to pay attention. For, if you should become
lackadaisical, you might find that you are left behind. And the further
you are left behind and the slower you move in vibration, the more apt
you are to be caught unprepared so that at the close of this lifetime,
your own Mighty I AM Presence will say, “What did you do? What
did you accomplish? Much was given to you. The Teaching was laid
out plainly and simply for you to follow. Why did you not act upon
what you were given?” And of course, you will grumble, just as you
do today when things do not go your way. That is not the making of
an Ascended Master. And is that not what you are about?
Yes, we will bring forth a Golden Age, and we have much to
accomplish in order to do that. But you are really here to gain your
Victory as an Ascended Master and, ultimately, a Cosmic Being. For,
if the Divine reality of your Mighty I AM Presence goes ignored,
lifetime after lifetime, is it any wonder that the human consciousness
is so bereft of the glorious attainment that is right within mankind’s
grasp if they would only shed the husks and move into the Purity of
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the Vibration that would allow for their consciousness to be knitted
together with the Mind of God? Is that not a glorious possibility? I
know that many of you have dreamt this for yourself. You have desired
to have the clarity of mind, the magnanimous Heart that could Love
unconditionally. You have desired to have the Strength in your members
so that you would not tire at the time when others would need your
assistance. And yet, these lapses have occurred.
So how do you begin to turn the tide and to reorder your life? You
have already been given great keys by the Great Divine Director. And
you have the assistance of the Great Divine Director if you will but
excite your own Heart Flame, just a little, to catch a Ray of his God
Consciousness. Would it not be worth any amount of striving?
I tell you, blessed hearts, throughout the Earth there are those that
are obliged to labor and toil in the fields, day in and day out, just to
glean enough sustenance to feed their physical bodies, to give to their
children, even if the adults oft times go hungry. Look at how blessed
everyone is that is within the sound of my voice. Each one of you have
great abundance availed to you. You have food, clothing, shelter, and
then, most importantly, you have the sustenance of the Word and the
God Consciousness that you ingest, just as surely as you eat the food
or drink the water at your table.
The Light of your own God Presence and the Light of the Ascended
and Cosmic Beings streaming forth to you regularly from this Altar
is great nourishment indeed. What do you do with it? Do you protect
it? Do you ingest it sufficiently to know what you have received? Do
you impart what you know to others, sharing the good news that the
Mighty I AM Presence is ever close at hand? You have the Light within
you. Have you spoken these words to a willing heart ready to receive
it? Have you stood the example that your Presence would be proud
of, wearing the Light all about you, having the clarity within your
own eye that speaks of the depth of who you are? Have you absorbed
into each of your vehicles the Body Consciousness of the Ascended
Masters when they have come? Have you drawn yourself as close as
possible to their Release so that you would not miss one erg of energy
released at any moment? Have you treasured it, rehearsed it over and
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over in your mind, so that you would remember the Teaching? For,
in some moment in the future, you will be called upon to utilize what
you have received for your own attainment.
Did you suppose that we would come, rehearsing the Truth of
Cosmic Law ad infinitum, and that you would not be responsible for
what you had received? It takes great Dispensations for the Releases of
the Ascended and Cosmic Beings upon this Altar. The training alone
of the Anointed Representatives has been vast, over many lifetimes.
How else could we come so close as to vibrate the very air that you
breathe in, to excite your own Heart Flame to leap in consciousness
into the Heart of your Mighty I AM Presence, to be that magnet to
draw your vibration a little higher each time we come? Until one day,
I AM sure you are going to float out of the sanctuaries! Your feet will
not touch the ground!
That almost sounds like what has been depicted of the bride
coming down the aisle to meet her groom, “She floated in the Christ
Light, holding fast to the Hand of the Mighty I AM Presence.” The
same is true for each one of you. The White Light of the Christ is
the Garment that infuses your body temple with the levity required
for you to have an acceleration of your consciousness so that you
might perceive the Cosmic Truth and translate that Truth into the
practical application of your life, understanding that, as you speak to
your child, your co-worker, your spouse, the stranger on the street,
there is a right way of conveyance of the word and the vibration that
the other would receive.
But, if you are unconscious, centered in your human ego, agitated
in your emotional body, then think how that vibration would feel to
another, especially the little child. Can you begin to see how that little
child would form their impression of what they were to emulate for
themselves? The same is true of the youth, the young adult; they are
learning from what they see about them. Ultimately, they are intended
to draw forth from their own God Presence what is the Vibration,
unique and Holy to the Mighty I AM Presence of that one, and fashion
the vestments of their identity, their persona of this incarnation, out
of the Body Substance of that Light.
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How glorious it would be if all of the adults in their maturity
today had been tutored at such a young age to appreciate the finer
Vibration of the Christ. But it is not too late. For all can begin where
they are at this moment. THE GOOD NEWS IS THAT CHANGE
CAN OCCUR! The Light of your own God Presence can flood forth
the Violet Flame to consume any ill-gotten patterns that you have
superimposed upon your own Heart Flame and refine them so that
they begin to have a consonance and resonance of Vibration with the
Threefold Flame of that Heart. That is when you begin to recognize
the emerging Christhood of your lifestream — when there is not a
dichotomy going on in your life, and the Heart Flame is no longer
struggling to be free, instead of encased in a fog of modern chaos and
confusion that is foreign to its native Purity.
But this seems a little serious, does it not? And I promised that I
would buoy your spirits tonight, for I have more good news to share!
The cycles come and the cycles go. Many Dispensations are given and
many Dispensations fade away. But the Karmic Board has, from time
to time, responded to my Petitions to bring forth greater assistance to
you, the sincere student on the Path who call yourselves lightbearers
of the world and Torch Bearers of The Temple. Therefore, this very
day the Karmic Board has allowed me to share with you a glorious
Release of the Violet Flame to consume another ten thousand years
of your karma! I did not say ten. I said ten thousand years! [Students
applaud.]
For those of you unaccustomed to such a magnitude of Mercy, I
say, even this Messenger is overwhelmed at the largess of the Karmic
Board. It goes without saying that many of you have been in incarnation
with me for thousands upon thousands of years. This is why I know
you so well. This is why your Heart stirs when I enter the room,
even if you do not know outwardly that I AM present, your Heart
recognizes and knows. We, together, have accomplished much thus
far. Now the Karmic Board is looking to you to accomplish even more.
Yes, at present, the percentages of Torch Bearers of The Temple and
lightbearers of the world who are consciously connected to my Heart
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Flame in this hour are few in comparison to the countless Sons and
Daughters of God upon the Earth. But rest assured that the few can
move mountains when we are of one accord under the canopy of the
Mighty I AM Presence!
It is necessary for you to begin to see the Responsibility that you
hold and the Authority that you must take for the coming ages. This is
why the Karmic Board — with great deliberation, I might add — has
finally honored my request for these ten thousand years of karma to
be balanced, so that you would have the greater Freedom in your life
to accelerate your Christhood. This does not mean you can take for
granted that you can go out and create more karma with abandonment;
and suddenly, Saint Germain will come with the Karmic Board and
clean it up. That will not occur if that is the case. So you must be wise.
You must exercise the Vision to assess beforehand those areas where
you move and where you do not, what you allow in your consciousness
and what you do not.
This Dispensation comes with a price; and that price is that you
must give your Violet Flame, dare I say religiously, each day, sufficient
to maintain the ongoing transmutation of those areas of your life where
you may fall short unknowingly. The key word is unknowingly. For this
Dispensation does not give you license to move about indiscriminately,
creating more karma where you know you should not. In addition,
as glorious as this Gift is, it will come with a shift in many of your
worlds. For a time, you will feel lighter. And you will move about as
though the sun has shown for the first time upon your life. And there
will be a sense of Freedom you had not experienced — perhaps even
as a little child, it was not there to this degree.
Then, as you continue to move about your normal routine, you
will begin to notice the differences. For some, the patterns of your
cognitive thought will be different. You will no longer allow nor will
you unknowingly entertain those areas within your consciousness
that do not rise to the level of Purity. You will have a new sense of
Peace, for the horrific records of many of your previous lifetimes,
which until now have caused you great anguish, will no longer torment
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your emotional body if they occurred within that ten thousand year
cycle. This means that if you lost your life in some tragic event, the
cause and effect of that record is gone. And the only way that it could
ever torment you ever again is if you draw that record back into your
consciousness by feeding new Life into it. And I must tell you, there
is a strong admonition against performing such a travesty against
your own Christhood.
Many of you are given, as it were, a free pass for a time so that you
might accomplish a great deal of good in a short period of time. For
the cycles upon the Earth require tremendous change toward greater
Godliness. And for the Power of the Spoken Word to be fulfilled in
its fullness by you at your altar, there must be a clarity within your
own mind, a Peace within your own emotional body, and a strength
of your physical body to allow you to receive the transfer of the Light
from your own God Presence that will come in accordance with your
Invocations and Decrees.
The Light Rays shall go forth from your own God Presence to
perform this Perfect Work! But do not think that you are merely a
bystander, unmoved and unengaged. Every cell of your being is engaged
when you call forth the Light of God. This is the beauty of having
the Threefold Flame of your Heart being the Heart of your own God
Presence right where you are. For you are able to unfurl that Heart of
God and take Wise Dominion in each plane of consciousness where
that Heart resides. Think of it — the Threefold Flame sending forth
the Intonation of the Power and the Will of God into your emotional
body as Light Substance; the Threefold Flame sending forth the Electric
Fire of Illumination’s Flame to charge the synapses and activate your
own brain to function by the Hand and the Mind of God.
Does this seem too fanciful for you to believe? It should not. Surely
by now many of you have already had enough experiences in your life
with the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence that you can testify to
this understanding of what is True. For yes, you know. And therein,
the key word is know! It is no longer a question. It is no longer only
Hope. You are not exercising Faith, albeit all of those Qualities are
present within your own vehicles of consciousness. But where you
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know the Presence of God, there that Presence is active! And it does
not matter if there are those proud naysayers who vehemently deny
your assuredness. You know!
Just as I, Saint Germain, know that you, each one, are capable of
fulfilling all that is required of you in this hour. It is not a question
in my Mind. I know you. I know the mettle you are made of. I know
the desire of your own Heart Flame. I know that you have a greater
desire for the Love of God to be drawn closer and closer to all of the
Sons and Daughters of God so that they will ignite with the Fires of
their own Hearts in accelerated spirals, leaping to touch that Light.
If it were not so, you would not be here. For selfish endeavors only
last for a time. And if a would-be student is driven by selfish motives,
they move on in search of the next infatuation to try or the next
mountain to climb. But those lifestreams never really reach the top of
the mountain. They never really touch the Face of God, for they are
always in search of something that reports to them the reinforcement
of their own selfish endeavors.
Should that ever occur in your life, catch yourself on the instant
and ask, “Why am I performing this task? To what end? Is it for the
Glory of my Mighty I AM Presence? Is it so that I might Love the
Christ in another? Is it so that I might lend a helping hand to one
less fortunate? Is it so that I might elevate my own consciousness
into the Christ, that I might be a greater instrument of my Mighty I
AM Presence for the work that is important to the Presence — not
to my outer mind, not to my flesh, not to my emotional turmoil, but
to my Mighty I AM Presence?” These are the questions you must
ask. And then you must be ready to receive the answer and be honest
with yourself.
Have you entered into the devotions to God so that you might have
that God of your Mighty I AM Presence where you are, moving with
you in concert as you are attaining your mastery, as you are learning?
And I promise you, there is much to learn, and it is never boring.
For how can you be bored when you are excited by the Light of God,
when there is a Current of Light constantly in motion, rejuvenating,
resurrecting, and elevating your spirit, your consciousness at every
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level, to embrace all that your Presence has for you? I could go on and
on with this topic. For my Love is great for the Light of God within
each one of you and all of the possibilities that you can accomplish.
Throughout this cycle and the coming Wesak, you will hear from
me again. For we, the Chohans, have plans for you — and you will
love it. You will enjoy putting your shoulder to the wheel and bringing
forth the practical application of how, step by step, we, together, can
take the next cycle into a new Era of Enlightenment, where there
is no longer a dredging up of the doldrums of doctrine and dogma,
worn out from ages past, that no longer resembles the original Truth
as it was released at its inception, but allowing for the Truth of that
White Fire Core that has always been and always will be to establish
a Way of Life that will allow each one of you to raise your families,
run your businesses, and elevate your practices to a new height. One
that is touched by the Christ Light of your own Heart Flame and that
has the motor of acceleration of your own Mighty I AM Presence as
that firm foundation for you to realize your Victory in each occasion.
Surely you have realized by now the culmination of your life is
not one victory, but the many victories that lead to that final apex,
when you and your Presence move on as this Godhead Charioteer
into the Sun, determining what Service to Life it is that you, as
the Ascended Master, will devote your time, your momentum of
attainment. Perhaps you will find yourself, for a time, assisting one
of the Chohans. Perhaps it will be as a Chohan. Perhaps you will sit
with the Buddha in contemplation upon the Heart Flame of each
embodied Son and Daughter of God. Whatever your Presence desires
will be made available to you.
Now of course, you must still learn a few things when you’re
Ascended! You did not think that you were suddenly going to be
handed the keys to the cosmos, did you? But surely you must realize
that every step that you are taking in your day-to-day life, right now, is
preparing your consciousness with the talent, with the attainment and
the mastery, that, when you are Ascended, become the Jewels in your
Crown so that you are able to accomplish more. That is why you came
into embodiment. The Mastery of these Great Pranic Breaths that
9
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you wear as bodies is teaching you how to create worlds, and whatever
else your Heart will desire. Is it not time to be about the glorious,
blissful work of life? Have you not had enough of the doldrums, the
pain and suffering, of the unreality masking your senses as though
you had been covered over with a dark, dank blanket and cooked for
many incarnations?
O blessed hearts, the firing that can occur just from your cells is
glorious to behold! Your own emotional body coursing with Harmony,
and the Power that is drawn into that emotional body, because you
have not squandered your Light frivolously, but have allowed for that
Harmony to build, establishes the perfect vehicle so that when you
have a thought that comes forth that is worthy of the Mind of God, it
is able to spring off from that emotional body and be fulfilled. You have
received from us enough of all that is required for you to see your way
to the fulfillment of your victories, manifesting whatever you choose
to create. In fact, you have always been creating — its just that much
of it has not been to the liking of your Holy Christ Presence. Why
do you suppose there is not much upon the Altar of your Mighty I
AM Presence that you have really deemed worthy for that Presence?
It is because your Heart has known.
Let your Heart sing with the creative Beauty and worthiness
of your own God Presence so that when you reach the end of this
incarnation, you will not look back and cry buckets of tears because
you had been so wasteful with your time and your talents. But instead,
you will almost run with Joy and anticipation into the arms of your
own God Presence. For whatever that Presence deems necessary for
you, it will be all right, for you will have learned that the Presence
knows best. And that when you are in the Will of that Presence, all
things are Good.
Let your Heart rejoice as you catch the Hand of your Mighty I
AM Presence and gallop through this life with your spirits high, with
clarity of mind and the desiring for God, that motor of your expression
that spurs you on!
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I, Saint Germain, look forward to addressing you again during
the Wesak World Congress for further instruction on what you may
expect in this newfound Freedom.
Go this day into the Retreat of Omritas! For he awaits your coming
to complete the cycle of the transfer of the Violet Flame into the
record of your ten thousand years — and wake up on the morrow to
a New Day in the Sun.
					I thank you!

					Saint Germain
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